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Overview

The survey

Results highlights

•• Over August and September 2017, we conducted interviews with
our clients’ across Europe to gather their views on the revised
Payment Services Directive (PSD2) and how they are responding,
from both a strategic and compliance perspective.

•• Most firms are approaching PSD2 as on opportunity, although
they remain very aware of the threats it poses to their business
models.

•• We surveyed 70 firms across 18 European countries.
•• 89% of firms surveyed were banks, building societies or other
credit institutions. Most were universal or predominantly retail
focused, with a more limited number being focused on corporate
and institutional banking.1

•• From a strategic perspective, whereas most respondents have
performed some level of strategic assessment of the impacts of
PSD2, the depth and extent of these assessments varies widely.
•• This is reflected in the fact that only a quarter of firms feels
ready and confident about their strategic plans, or have secured
adequate budget and resources to develop them appropriately.

•• Respondents were drawn from a wide variety of senior roles.
Most common were ‘heads of’ business lines, but also PSD2
programme leads and Project Managers (PM).

•• Most resources, both human and monetary, have so far been
devoted to responding to PSD2 from a compliance rather than a
strategic perspective.

•• The survey was structured in five sections:
1. General background
2. Third Party Access to accounts
3. Strong Customer Authentication
4. Strategic response to PSD2
5. Final thoughts

•• Compliance wise, the majority of firms feels confident they will be
ready when PSD2 goes “live” next January. However, a significant
minority still has substantial work to do.

•• As usual in all surveys, not all respondents provided responses
to every question. To bring out the most useful insights,
the summarised results represent the proportion of actual
responses, and any “no response” is excluded from our analysis.

•• Some of the key challenges, shared by most respondents,
include:
–– The lack of a finalised Regulatory Technical Standard (RTS) on
Strong Customer Authentication and Secure Communication
–– The lack of common Application Programming Interface (API)
specifications
–– Liabilities under the Third Party Access model
–– Maintaining a positive user experience when applying Strong
Customer Authentication (SCA)
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•• A number of respondents were in the process of preparing
5
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What do you consider to be the biggest challenge
for developing a Third Party Access solution?
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 A wide range of responses were provided, reflecting the fact that each
organisation has unique challenges given their individual circumstances.
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 Around two thirds of respondents did not cite API connectivity to be a significant
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not cite‘cannot
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22%
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Delivering / maintaining good user experience
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Other

–– Security and the authentication of customers and third parties.
–– The lack of clarity and definition within the RTS and/or API specifications.
 Building
and
ofthe
theAPIs
APIs
into
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systems and
–– Building
andintegrating
integrating the
the connectivity
connectivity of
into
internal
systems
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and infrastructure.
 Liability
as there
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significant
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concern
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thirdparties,
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market
concern
thatthat the
Account
Servicing
Payment
Service
Providers
(ASPSPs)
the Account
Servicing
Payment
Service
Providers
(ASPSPs)/ /Third
ThirdParty
Party Providers
(TTPs) liability model is still unclear and untested.
Providers (TTPs) liability model is still unclear and untested.
 The lack of clarity and definition within the RTS and/or API specifications.

significant concern, thus debunking the idea that banks ‘cannot do APIs’.

 Challenges are more specific security concerns reflecting the difficulty in
•• Challenges applying
are more API
specific
security
concerns
reflecting
difficulty
in
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concepts
and
data access
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withAPI
highly
sensitive
data.
appropriately
applying
concepts
and data
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environment
dealing
with highly sensitive data.
 Other
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Other
challenges:
- ••How
to important
appropriately
design, implement and manage API and Open Banking
governance
processes design,
for newimplement
strategic API
–– How to appropriately
and platforms.
manage API and Open
Banking governance processes for new strategic API platforms.

- How best to design and maintain the user experience when implementing
–– How
best access.
to design and maintain the user experience when implementing
third
party

third party access.

- Technical challenges around the lack of clarity on the European Banking
–– Technical challenges around the lack of clarity on the European Banking
Authority (EBA) register and certificate management for third party identity.

Authority (EBA) register and certificate management for third party identity.

- Unclear
regulatory
butnot
notonly,
only,
in the interim
–– Unclear
regulatoryrequirements
requirements especially,
especially, but
in in
thethe
in the
period (from January 2018 to when RTS on Strong Customer Authentication
interim period (from January 2018 to when RTS on Strong Customer
and Secure Communication takes effect).

Authentication and Secure Communication takes effect).
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approach
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 69% of respondents are currently participating in a collaboration or
standard setting body for third party access standards. These standard setti
•• 69% of
respondents are currently participating in a collaboration
bodies
included:
or standard setting body for third party access standards. These standard
- BIAN
setting bodies included:
- Bundesverband deutscher Banken
–– BIAN
- CAPS
– Bundesverband
deutscher Banken
- –EBA
Working Groups
– CAPSPIS Forum
- –ECB
– EBA Working Groups
- –PRETA
- –SETT
– ECB PIS Forum
- –The
Berlin Group
– PRETA
- –UK
Open
Banking Group
– SETT
–– The Berlin
Group
 Country
(or regional)
level initiatives operated by banks or financial sector
–– UK Open Banking
organisations
are inGroup
place in the following countries: Belgium, Croatia, Czech
Republic, Germany, Hungary, Latvia, Poland, Romania, and Slovakia.
•• Country (or regional) level initiatives operated by banks or financial sector
in place in the
following
countries:
Belgium, in
Croatia,
Czech
 Oforganisations
the 31% ofare
respondents
not
currently
participating
a collaboration
bod
Republic,
Germany,
Hungary,
Latvia,
Romania, in
and
Slovakia.
the
majority
were not
aware
of a Poland,
local initiative
their
local market. Rough
equal proportions were still evaluating or had decided not to participate.
•• Of the 31% of respondents not currently participating in a collaboration body,
thesuggests
majority were
not aware
of aindustry
local initiative
in their local
market. Roughly
 This
a very
strong
demand
for common
standards a
collaboration,
motivated
by several
factors,
including:
equal proportions
were still evaluating
or had
decided
not to participate.

-•• This
Thesuggests
desire to
reduce
theindustry
individual
burden
understand,
develop and
a very
strong
demand
fortocommon
standards
implement
standards.
and
collaboration,
motivated by several factors, including:
–– The desire to reduce the individual burden to understand, develop and
- A recognition that common standards will facilitate overall adoption and
implement standards.
increase the success of industry open banking initiatives.
–– A recognition that common standards will facilitate overall adoption and
 Market
actors
several
countries
are
beginning
to explore the potential for
increase
the in
success
of industry
open
banking
initiatives.
private sector ‘central infrastructure’ style hubs to allow interconnectiv
•• Market actors
in several
countriesand
are reduce
beginning
to explore thecosts.
potential
between
market
participants,
development
for private sector ‘central infrastructure’ style hubs to allow
interconnectivity between market participants, and reduce development
costs.
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Do you intend to take a different approach to
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 Almost 50% of respondents are still evaluating whether to differentiat
their services to different customer segments.
•• Almost 50% of respondents are still evaluating whether to differentiate their

 services
There to
may
be ancustomer
opportunity
for organisations to develop compelling
different
segments.
targeted solutions and gain market share in certain market segments.
•• There may be an opportunity for organisations to develop compelling

 Many respondents plan to begin with a basic, undifferentiated, approa
targeted solutions and gain market share in certain market segments.
and potentially then develop once the compliance requirements have
met,respondents
and market
responses
and
demand
is clearer.approach and
•• Many
plan
to begin with
a basic,
undifferentiated,

20%

47%

then develop
once the
compliance requirements
been
met,
 potentially
A significant
proportion
of respondents
intend tohave
build
a flexible
API
and
market
responses
and
demand
is
clearer.
platform architecture to support this, i.e. building platform foundation
way that allows scalability and further development.
•• A significant proportion of respondents intend to build a flexible API platform

 architecture
Of those who
intend
toi.e.
differentiate,
thefoundations
following in
plans
to support
this,
building platform
a waywere
that cited:
allows
scalability and further
development.
- Differentiation
particularly
between Retail and Corporate/Business

33%

Still evaluating
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the different
needs
of these markets,
•• Of those
who intend
to differentiate,
the following
plans were
cited:
the
potential
use
cases.
–– Differentiation particularly between Retail and Corporate/Business
offerings,
reflecting
differenton
needs
markets,
and therequirem
-customer
Offering
‘premium’
APIthe
services
top of
ofthese
basic
compliance
to try use
to monetise
access, or offer better and more compelling cust
potential
cases.
propositions.
–– Offering
‘premium’ API services on top of basic compliance requirements
to
try
to
monetise
access, with
or offer
better
and more
compelling
customer to build
- Looking to partner
third
parties
or other
organisations
propositions.
premium services.
–– Looking to partner with third parties or other organisations to build
premium services.

How do you plan to deal with requirements
around customer consent under the Third Party
How
do you
to deal model?
with requirements
around
Access
toplan
Accounts
How do you
seecustomer
the
consent under the Third Party Access to Accounts model? How d
interactions between PSD2 and GDPR in this area?
you see the interactions between PSD2 and GDPR in this area?

 no
There
was
no
singleview,
clear
majority
reflecting
•• There was
single
clear
majority
reflecting
theview,
ambiguity
in the the ambigui
in the
requirements
around consent.
requirements
around
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19%

13%
60%
4%
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There is
significant
debate
over which
of the following
•• There issignificant
industry
debateindustry
over which
of the following
consent
consent
models
is
required
under
PSD2:
models is required under PSD2:
–– ‘Implicit consent’: where explicit consent is to be provided only to/
- ‘Implicit consent’: where explicit consent is to be provided
through the TPP and the ASPSP relies on and trusts this without obtaining
only to/through the TPP and the ASPSP relies on and trusts
direct consent
from the
customer.direct consent from the customer.
without
obtaining
–– ‘Explicit consent’; where the APSPS can/or should gain direct consent
‘Explicit
consent’;
where
the APSPS
can/or
should gain dir
from the -customer
in addition
to, or as
a pre-condition,
to the
implicit
consent
from
the
customer
in
addition
to,
or
as
a pre-condit
consent provided by the TPP.
to the implicit consent provided by the TPP.

•• Many banks intend to opt for the explicit consent model as this provides
• the
Many
banks
intend to opt for the explicit consent model as this
them with
most
protection.

provides them with the most protection.

•• Many intending to create a ‘consent management’ utility to allowing
customers
to turnintending
on/off TPP access,
viewaand
manage management’
consents granted.utility to
• Many
to create
‘consent

allowing customers to turn on/off TPP access, view and manag

Explicit consent

Implicit consent

Not yet decided

No response 1

Other

•• Several respondents
consentshighlighted
granted. the interaction, and some the potential
tensions, between PSD2 and GDPR. There remains significant debate around
• Several
respondents
highlighted
theseeing
interaction,
and
the interactions
between
PSD2 and GDPR,
with many
no conflict
or some the
potential
tensions,
between PSD2 and GDPR. There remains
believing PSD2
‘trumps’
GDPR.

significant debate around the interactions between PSD2 and
GDPR, with many seeing no conflict or believing PSD2 ‘trumps’
GDPR.

1 This
is the only
only survey
question
for which “no
response”
are“no
included
in our analysis,
as the
represent in
a significant
proportion of
results.
We believe itais significant
likely the low response
rates can be
This
is the
survey
question
for
which
response”
are
included
our analysis,
asthethe
represent
proportion
of the result
attributed to the current lack of clear views on this issue and/or of a finalised approach.
We believe it is likely the low response rates can be attributed to the current lack of clear views on this issue and/or of a finalised approach.
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What do you see as the biggest challenge for
implementing the Strong Customer Authentication
(SCA) requirements?
What do you see as the biggest challenge for implementing the
Strong Customer Authentication (SCA) requirements?
•• Respondents seem relatively less concerned over the implementation of the
SCA
requirements
than
Third Party
 Respondents
seem
relatively
lessAccess.
concerned over the implementation

9%

of the SCA requirements than Third Party Access.

4%
31%

6%

6%

6%

6%

7%

25%

Delivering / maintaining good user experience
Unclear regulatory requirements / lack of final RTS rules
Managing exemptions rules
Choosing the right authentication factors (incl. for corporates)
Communicating changes to customers
Dynamic linking

Ensuring security from fraud / cyber risks
No challenge
Other

•• This is partly because many respondents already implemented security
 This is partlyto
because
many
respondents
implemented
improvements
respond
to the
EBA’s 2015already
‘Guidelines
for the Security of
security improvements to respond to the EBA’s 2015 ‘Guidelines for
Internet
Payments’
.
the Security
of Internet
Payments’.
•• However,
as with
Third
Party
Access,
there
were
a range
of different
 However,
as with
Third
Party
Access,
there
were
a range
of different
responses,
reflecting
each
organisation’s
unique
challenges
and
responses,
reflecting
each
organisation’s
unique
challenges
and
individual
individual circumstances. The top two concerns, expressed by 56%
circumstances.
The
top
two
concerns,
expressed
by
56%
of
respondents,
of respondents, were included:
were included:
1. How to maintain a positive user experience when applying
1. How to maintain a positive user experience when applying SCA,
SCA, particularly in conjunction with the exemption rules.
particularly in conjunction with the exemption rules.
The
difficulty
interpretingregulatory
regulatoryrequirements
requirementsand
andthe
2.2.The
difficulty
ofof
interpreting
the lack of a finalised technical standard. Many believe the
lack
of a finalised
technical
standard.
Many
believe
the principleprinciple-based
approach
creates
ambiguity
and
uncertainty
in
implementation.
based
approach creates ambiguity and uncertainty in implementation.
 Maintaining
understandable
customerjourney
journeyand
andexperience
experiencewill be
•• Maintaining
an an
understandable
customer
will be very important. In particular helping clients understand
very
important. In particular helping clients understand why they are being
why they are being asked for SCA in some cases and not in others
asked
in some cases and not in others will be essential.
will for
be SCA
essential.
 Several
respondents
noted
that
element
positive
friction
•• Several
respondents
noted
that
anan
element
of of
positive
friction
in in
experience could encourage customer trust and adoption, as it
thethe
experience
could encourage customer trust and adoption, as it
demonstrates controls are in place to safeguard customers against
demonstrates
controls
are in place to safeguard customers against fraud and
fraud and cyber
crime.
cyber crime.
 The complexity of the exemption rules was another commonly

concern, of
partly
to the elaborate
logic
required,
as well as
•• Thecited
complexity
thedue
exemption
rules was
another
commonly
cited
ambiguities in the standards.
concern, partly due to the elaborate logic required, as well as ambiguities in
the standards.
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39%
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40%
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Still evaluating

Still
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No

Yes
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40%
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Still
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 43% intend
ofintend
respondents
intend
to to
make changes to
 Around
40%
respondents
areevaluating
still evaluating
 to43% of
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tomake
make
changes
% of
respondents
are
still evaluating
•• Around
40%of
of
respondents
are still
whether
•• 43%
of respondents
to
changes
to authentication
authentication
techniques,
with
40%
still
evalua
to
utilise
the
Transaction
Risk
Analysis
(TRA)
authentication
techniques,
with
40%
still
evaluating.
Only
tilisewhether
theutilise
Transaction
Risk
Analysis
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the Transaction Risk Analysis (TRA) exemptions.
techniques, with 40% still evaluating. Only 18% currently
intend
18%
currently
intend
to
maintain
their
current
exemptions.
18% currently
intend
to
maintain
their
current
processes.
to maintain their current processes.
•• 79% of those who already decided intend to utilise the

exemptions,
with
around
21%
planning
•• The trend
main trend
appears
to
be
software/app
based
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softw
79%
of those
whoonly
already
decided
intend
the main
 The
appears
betototowards
towards
software/app
e who
already
decided
intend
to
utilise
thenot to.to utilise
approaches
and
away
from
existing
hardware-based
based
approaches
and
away
from
existing
exemptions,
with
only
around
21%
planning
not
to.
with only
around
21%
planning
not
to. the exemptions based approaches and away from existing hardware•• However,
many
of those
who plan
to utilise
solutions, which
are solutions,
perceived as less
user friendly.
based
which
are perceived as less u
intend to take a cautious approach to implementation, based solutions, which are perceived as less user friendly.
 of
However,
many
of to
those
who
plan
to utilise the exemptions
any
those
who
plan
utilise
the
exemptions
running pilots before rolling out in full and to high value
•• Most respondents
appear to be opting
for ‘possession’
as thefor ‘poss
 Most
respondents
appear
be opting
intend
to take
a cautious
approach to implementation,
 Most respondents
appear
to beatopting
forto
‘possession’
as
e a cautious
approach
to implementation,
payments.
second factor
over
‘inherence’
this
stage.
the over
second
factor over
‘inherence’
running
pilots
in value
full and to highthe
value
second factor
‘inherence’
at this
stage. at this stag
ots before
rolling
outbefore
in fullrolling
and toout
high
payments.
•• Ongoing evaluation measures will focus on both customer
•• Those intending to use biometrics mostly intend to use relatively
 Those
to mostly
use biometrics
mostly
 Those intending
to useintending
biometrics
intend to
use intend
experiences and fraud issues.
mainstream
methods
such
as fingerprints.
relatively
mainstream
methods
such

Ongoing
evaluation
measures
will
focus
on
both
customer
relatively mainstream methods such as fingerprints. as fingerpr
luation measures will focus on both customer
•• Respondents
noted
that issues.
TRA implementation can be complex
•• ‘Device as a factor’ biometrics are starting to gain interest:
experiences
and
fraud
and fraud issues.
and challenging, although much depends on the sophistication
of
of users
through
the information
identification
‘Device
as
a factor’
biometrics
aregathered
starting
 ‘Deviceallowing
as a factor’
biometrics
are starting
to gain
interest:to ga
existing fraud
screening
capabilities.
by mobile device
sensors.
allowing
identification
of
users
through

Respondents
noted
that
TRA
implementation
can
be
allowing identification of users through the informationthe info
noted that TRA implementation can be
14
gathered
bysensors.
mobile device sensors.
complex
and
challenging,
although
much
depends
on
the
gathered
by mobile
device
challenging, although much depends on the
sophistication
of
existing
fraud
screening
capabilities.
n of existing fraud screening capabilities.

Strategic Response
to PSD2
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If you organisation has undertaken a strategic
assessment of the impacts of PSD2, how would
you characterise your response?
If you organisation has undertaken a strategic assessment of the
impacts of PSD2, how would you
characterise your response?
•• Most respondents have performed some level of strategic assessment of the
impacts of PSD2, and are aware of the threats and opportunities arising from
 PSD2.
Most respondents have performed some level of strategic
assessment of the impacts of PSD2, and are aware of the threats
and opportunities
arising
from
PSD2.
•• Many
have identified
some
form
of high level positioning they would like to

7%
4%
4%

30%

pursue, however the depth and extent of these assessments varies

 Many have identified some form of high level positioning they would
widely.
like to pursue, however the depth and extent of these
assessments varies widely.

•• Around half of respondents characterised their response as ‘Proactively

 Around half of respondents characterised their response as
embrace’ or ‘Use to drive new business strategy and pivot to digital’,
‘Proactively embrace’ or ‘Use to drive new business strategy
suggesting
a significant
proportionaofsignificant
organisations
intendofto pursue some
and pivot to
digital’, suggesting
proportion
organisations
intend
to pursue
some form of positive strategic
form
of positive
strategic
response.
response.

17%

•• However, relatively few respondents have performed a detailed

19%

19%

Use to drive new business strategy and pivot to digital
Defensive ’plus’ - comply but have a platform on which to build
Proactively embrace
Still evaluating
Wait and see
Defensive - ensure mandatory compliance only

Other

 However, relatively few respondents have performed a detailed
assessment
assessment of
of what
what they
they want
want to
to do,
do, how
how they
theywill
willdo
doit,
it,or
orhave
havesenior
management
buy-in buy-in
and support
for their
senior management
and support
forstrategy.
their strategy.
•• Around
Around 19%
19% wish
wish to
topursue
pursue aa defensive
defensive ‘plus’
‘plus’strategy,
strategy,i.e.
i.e.
totocomply but
comply but have a platform on which to build, reflecting the fact that
have a platform on which to build, reflecting the fact that many are currently
many are currently focused on mandatory compliance but want to
focused
onoptions
mandatory
but want to keep their options open for
keep their
opencompliance
for the future.

the future.

 This confirms the view that many see PSD2 as a long-term trend
that confirms
needs to the
be responded
to, butsee
that
theyas
doanot
necessarily
wish
•• This
view that many
PSD2
long-term
trend
that
be early movers or adopters.

needs to be responded to, but that they do not necessarily wish be early

 movers
A significant
proportion want to be able to ‘react quickly’ should a
or adopters.
market opportunity arise, reflecting organisational needs to try and
some
of the significant
madequickly’
in API architecture.
•• Are-coup
significant
proportion
want to investment
be able to ‘react
should a market

reflecting organisational
needs
to try and
some of
 opportunity
Around 19%arise,
of respondents
characterised their
response
as re-coup
‘Wait
andsignificant
see’ or ‘still
evaluating’.
the
investment
made in API architecture.
•• Around 19% of respondents characterised their response as ‘Wait and see’ or
15
‘still evaluating’.
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Do you plan to go beyond minimum compliance
with Third Party Access requirements to take a
more strategic response?
Do you plan to go beyond minimum compliance with Third Party
Access requirements to take a•• Overall
more
strategic response?
there is a clear desire to go beyond the minimum compliance
approach, with 95% developing a strategic response.

7%
19%

 Overall there is a clear desire to go beyond the minimum
•• However,
this does
not correlate
with other
questions
regarding strategy
compliance
approach,
with 95%
developing
a strategic
response.
setting
and investment, suggesting that currently many plans are

15%
10%

3%

14%

2%
4%

rather
concrete.
aspirational
However, this
doesthan
not correlate
with other questions regarding
strategy setting and investment, suggesting that currently many
•• Common
interests
and desires
included:
plans are
aspirational
rather
than concrete.
•• Becoming
Payment Initiation
Service
Provider (PISP) or an Account
Commona interests
and desires
included:
Information Service Provider (AISP) amongst 19% of respondents suggesting
- Becoming a Payment Initiation Service Provider (PISP) or an
such Account
offeringsInformation
could be widespread.
Service Provider (AISP) amongst 19% of
respondents suggesting such offerings could be widespread.

9%

12%
83%
10%

•• Offering ‘premium’ APIs by 15% of respondents, a further 14% intending to
- Offering
‘premium’
by 15%
respondents,
a furthernon-payment
14%
launch
new products
andAPIs
services,
andof10%
to offer additional
intending
toAPIs.
launch new products and services, and 10% to
services
through
offer additional non-payment services through APIs.

11%

Acting as a PISP or AISP yourself
Offering ‘premium’ API or overlay services to monetise APIs
Launching new products or services
Offering your digital banking channels to non-banking customers,
to allow them to use their current bank, while leveraging your
front-ends
Partnering with FinTechs
Offering additional non-payment services through APIs
Signing commercial deals with partner organisations
to provide additional access
Still evaluating
Offering TPP services outside of your home market(s)

•• Interest in partnering with FinTech's or other organisations amongst 35%
- Interest in partnering with FinTech's or other organisations
of respondents.
Thisofmay
represent aThis
significant
opportunity
for non-bank
amongst 35%
respondents.
may represent
a significant
opportunity
non-bank
providers
to work
with
the banks to
providers
to workfor
with
the banks
to introduce
these
services.
introduce these services.

•• Several respondents are talking to other product lines owners (such as
 Several respondents are talking to other product lines owners
lending,
etc.)savings
to determine
what
value API
access
and
data
services
(such savings
as lending,
etc.) to
determine
what
value
API
access
could
non-payment
offerings.
andbring
data to
services
could bring
to non-payment offerings.
The
partnering
trend
correlates
with
recent
trends
amongst
•• The
partnering
trend
correlates
with
recent
trends
amongst
FinTechs to
FinTechs
to
pivot
towards
more
B2B
business
models,
pivot towards more B2B business models, partnering
with the banks to
partnering with the banks to access their customer pools due to
access
their customer
pools
due to the difficulty
in trying
the difficulty
in trying
to commercialise
and build
scaleto
oncommercialise
their
own.
and
build scale on their own.

No
16
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On balance do you perceive PSD2 to be
a strategic threat or opportunity for your
organisation, and why?
On balance do you perceive PSD2 to be a strategic threat or
•• On balance,
a clear
majority (59%) see PSD2 as an opportunity, but there is
opportunity for your organisation,
and
why?

widespread acknowledgement that PSD2 is also a potential threat, and that
in order to be an fulfil the opportunity organisations must prepare and react
 On balance, a clear majority (59%) see PSD2 as an opportunity, but
appropriately.

4%

there is widespread acknowledgement that PSD2 is also a potential
threat, and that in order to be an fulfil the opportunity organisations must
•• This underlines the importance of a clear strategy.
prepare and react appropriately.

15%

•• underlines
For those that
PSD2 asofana opportunity,
 This
the see
importance
clear strategy.the top reasons were :

–– Banks will potentially have access to more customer data points, allowing
better understanding of their clients, the ability to create more targeted
Banks
will potentially
have access
to more customer data points,
offerings,
and improve
products.
allowing better understanding of their clients, the ability to create
–– It offers an opportunity to grow market share, or to grow share of wallet for
more targeted offerings, and improve products.
existing customers.
It –offers
opportunity
grow
market
share,toor
to grow
share of
– PSD2an
can
be used astoan
internal
catalyst
deliver
infrastructure
changes,
wallet for existing customers.
which have been long desired but not had sufficient backing.
PSD2 can be used as an internal catalyst to deliver infrastructure
–– Non-bank providers typically see themselves as less of a target themselves
changes, which have been long desired but not had sufficient backing.
for third party services, providing upside potential to move into the market
Non-bank providers typically see themselves as less of a target
to targetfor
others.
themselves
third party services, providing upside potential to move

 For those that see PSD2 as an opportunity, the top reasons were :
22%

59%

-

into the market to target others.

Opportunity

Neither

Both

Threat

•• For those that saw PSD2 as a threat, the top reasons were:
–– Many believe PSD2 is more of a threat for smaller organisations as they do
- Many
believe
PSD2
is more
of a threat
for or
smaller
organisations
as capitalise
not
have the
scale,
strength
of brand
financial
resources to
they do not have the scale, strength of brand or financial resources to
and respond in the same way as larger organisations.
capitalise and respond in the same way as larger organisations.
–– Cards businesses are obviously concerned over revenues, particularly the
- Cards
businesses
are obviously
revenues,
particularly
potential
for PISP
services toconcerned
substituteover
for Card
transactions.

 For those that saw PSD2 as a threat, the top reasons were:

the potential for PISP services to substitute for Card transactions.

•• Smaller and medium sized organisations recognise that PSD2 is a mixture

 Smaller and medium sized organisations recognise that PSD2 is a mixture
of opportunities
and threats.
their relative
size, scale,
and limited
of opportunities
and threats.
GivenGiven
their relative
size, scale,
and limited
financial
resources,
they they
needneed
to take
a clear
view view
on areas
in which
they they can
financial
resources,
to take
a clear
on areas
in which
can realistically win and those in which they will need to partner.

realistically win and those in which they will need to partner.
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In which customer or market segments do you
think PSD2 will create the greatest threat or
opportunity, and why?
In which customer or market segments do you think PSD2 will
create the greatest threat or opportunity, and why?
7%

•• Retail banking emerged as the clear winner for where greatest

2%
1%

 Retail banking emerged as the clear winner for where greatest
opportunity
lies,
with
63%
respondents
identifying
this
sector.
opportunity
lies,
with
63%
ofof
respondents
identifying
this
sector.

•• Several
respondents
commented
potential
to open
‘private
 Several
respondents
commented
on on
thethe
potential
to open
up up
‘private
banking’
style
services
to to
mass
retail
and
affluent
consumers.
banking’
style
services
mass
retail
and
affluent
consumers.

11%

 Small and Medium Enterprise (SME) and Business Banking markets are
•• Small and Medium Enterprise (SME) and Business Banking markets are also
also seen as an opportunity by around 27% of respondents.
50%

seen as an opportunity by around 27% of respondents.

 Many commented that PSD2 offers the potential to offer services to
•• Many
commented
that PSD2
offers the
to offer services to SMEs
SMEs
that
would typically
be reserved
forpotential
larger corporates.

that would typically be reserved for larger corporates.

16%

 There is a feeling that PSD2 could ‘democratise’ access to services
that were typically reserved for the very wealthy (through Private
•• There is a feeling that PSD2 could ‘democratise’ access to services that
Banking) or for large corporates, in the same was as ‘robo-advice’ has
were typically
the
very wealthy
(through Private
Banking) or
provided
broaderreserved
access tofor
the
investment
management
market.

for large corporates, in the same was as ‘robo-advice’ has provided broader

 Corporate banking is generally seen as much less of an opportunity,
access because
to the investment
primarily
PISP and management
AISP services market.
are similar to services that
large corporates can access today, and due to the perceived lower
•• Corporate
banking is generally
seen
as much
less of an opportunity, primarily
likelihood
of Corporates
to use third
party
services.

13%

because PISP and AISP services are similar to services that large corporates

Retail - mass

Other

Retail - affluent

Private

SME
Corporate
Individual entrepreneurs/professionals

 Wealth Management and Private Banking services are also not perceived
can access today, and due to the perceived lower likelihood of Corporates to
to be significantly threatened, for the same reason, as well as that the
use third
party services.
generally
smaller
size of the customer book will not be as attractive for
third parties to target given build and pursuit costs.

•• Wealth Management and Private Banking services are also not perceived to
be significantly threatened, for the same reason, as well as that the generally
smaller size of the customer book will not be as attractive for third parties to
target given build and pursuit costs.
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In which product or offerings areas (existing or
new) do you think PSD2 will create the greatest
threat or opportunity, and why?
In which product or offerings areas (existing or new) do you
think PSD2 will create the greatest
threat or opportunity, and
•• Payments is the clear front-runner along with day-to-day banking
services. This is in line with expectations, given the scope of PSD2 and the
why?
3%
5%

likely targets
for AISP
and PISP services.
 Payments
is the clear
front-runner
along with day-to-day banking
services. This is in line with expectations, given the scope of PSD2 and
the••likely
targets lending
for AISP was
and PISP
services.
Consumer
identified
as an opportunity by a significant

3%
1%

proportion of respondents. The use of AISP services and data analytics to

5%
35%

 Consumer lending was identified as an opportunity by a significant
enhance
decision making
lending
risk isand
a potential
benefit.
proportion
of respondents.
The around
use of AISP
services
data analytics
to
enhance decision making around lending risk is a potential benefit.

•• Having a greater level of understanding of customers and the ability to more

 Having a greater level of understanding of customers and the ability to
accurately analyse their true financial position using real-life data may allow
more accurately analyse their true financial position using real-life data
calculation
of credit
risks.
may better
allow better
calculation
of credit
risks.

8%

 In addition
to making
better
decisions,
it may
allowallow
creditcredit
to beto
offered
to
•• In addition
to making
better
decisions,
it may
be offered
to
groups
and
segments
that
would
traditionally
have
struggled
to
access
it
groups and segments that would traditionally have struggled to access it (e.g.
(e.g. the self-employed, new businesses, small businesses etc.).

the self-employed, new businesses, small businesses etc.).

16%

 Savings and investments were noted to face a threat as:

•• Savings and investments were noted to face a threat as:

22%

Payments
Day-to-day banking (current accounts)
Consumer lending
Savings
Investments

Cards
Mortgages
Corporate lending
Other

- Greater use of AISP and PISP services will increase transparency on
–– Greater use of AISP and PISP services will increase transparency on rates
rates and returns, while also offering easy ways to transfer.

and returns, while also offering easy ways to transfer.

- Some
are concerned
that that
the use
‘money
management’
FinTechs
–– Some
are concerned
the of
use
of ‘money
management’
FinTechs could
could reduce the ‘stickiness’ of funds and introduce greater volatility
reduce
the
‘stickiness’
of
funds
and
introduce
greater
volatility
in deposits. Taken to the extreme, this could impair the ability to lendin
due deposits.
to liquidityTaken
coverage
ratios
and other
regulatory
requirements.
to the
extreme,
this could
impair
the ability to lend due to

liquidity coverage ratios and other regulatory requirements.

- Cards networks (issuers, acquirers, merchants and schemes) are
–– Cards to
networks
(issuers,primarily
acquirers,
merchants
and schemes)
are perceived
perceived
be threatened,
due
to the potential
for PISP
services
displace card
transactions.
rollout for
of ‘instant
to be to
threatened,
primarily
due to the The
potential
PISP services to
payments’ schemes across much of Europe is expected to intensify this
displace card transactions. The rollout of ‘instant payments’ schemes
threat.

across much of Europe is expected to intensify this threat.

 However, many noted that providing PISP and AISP services may create
new•• revenue
streams
and/or attract
newAISP
customers
which
However,generation
many noted
that providing
PISP and
services
may create
may mitigate some of the impacts.

new revenue generation streams and/or attract new customers which may
19
mitigate some of the impacts
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What do you see as the greatest opportunity for
your business arising from PSD2?
What do you see as the greatest opportunity for your business
arising from PSD2?
4%

4%

•• The ability to better understand and serve customers through the increased
 Theto
ability
to better
serve
customers
through the
access
customer
dataunderstand
to was the and
major
opportunity
cited.

4%

increased access to customer data to was the major opportunity

4%

8%

42%

cited.
•• Many
believe PSD2 will allow a greater focus on customer needs, with some
respondents
considering
they
can deliver
to the
customer
 Many believe
PSD2 willhow
allow
a greater
focusproducts
on customer
needs,
with
some
considering
how
they
canchannels,
deliver products
in the
best
wayrespondents
even if this is
not through
their
own
opening up
to the customer in the best way even if this is not through their
marketplace
and distribution models.
own channels, opening up marketplace and distribution models.

•• 21%
of respondents
believe
PSD2
provides
an opportunity
for for
growth and/or
 21%
of respondents
believe
PSD2
provides
an opportunity
growth
market
as well to
as increase
on opportunity
increase
in and/or
marketincrease
share, asinwell
as onshare,
opportunity
revenues and
to increase revenues and additional sources of revenues.
additional
sources of revenues.

13%

 However 13% of respondents do not currently see any major

•• However
13% of respondents
do business,
not currently
see
any major
opportunities
opportunities
arising for their
while
another
4% are
still
arising
for their the
business,
while another 4% are still considering the question.
considering
question.
21%

Access to customer data to lead to improved offerings
and higher customer satisfaction
Business growth (revenues/customers/services)
No major opportunities
Mortages
Still under consideration
Expansion across borders
Acting as AISP and cross-selling of other banking
products
Improved pricing strategy

20
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Which type of market participant do you see as
the largest threat to your organisation in relation
to new services being introduced as a result of
PSD2?
Which type of market participant do you see as the largest threat
•• The
of respondents
believe
the largest
threat will arise from
to your organisation in relation
tomajority
new
services
being
introduced
incumbent banks (25%) and “established” FinTechs (21%).
as a result of PSD2?

There appears
to be a general
that large
existing
incumbents
 The••majority
of respondents
believe sense
the largest
threat
will arise
from are best
incumbent
banks
(25%) and
“established”
positioned
to respond,
and
most likely to FinTechs
gain from (21%).
PSD2.

4% 1%
8%
25%
9%

 There appears to be a general sense that large existing incumbents are
•• Reasons put forward for this included:
best positioned to respond, and most likely to gain from PSD2.

–– They have the financial resources to be able to invest and to build

 Reasons
put forward
for this included:
compelling
propositions.

–– They
the internal
capabilities
to beand
abletotobuild
develop such
- They
havehave
the financial
resources
to be required
able to invest
compelling
propositions.
services,
including specialist design and product functions.
–– Importantly,
they have
the brandrequired
recognition
and trust.
This is generally
- They
have the internal
capabilities
to be able
to develop
suchbelieved
services,toincluding
specialist design
and
product
functions.
be very important,
at least
until
customers
become more

16%

21%

16%

Incumbents
Established FinTechs
Digital challenger banks
Tech companies
New smaller FinTechs

Existing non-bank, non-FinTech financial institutions
Other smaller banks
Other

familiar with
types
of services
on offer.and trust. This is
- Importantly,
theynew
have
the brand
recognition
–– They already
wideimportant,
customeratbase
leverage
and from which to
generally
believedhave
to bea very
leastto
until
customers
become
more familiar with new types of services on offer.
build.
–– They
are more
partnersbase
to FinTechs
and and
smaller
- They
already
have aattractive
wide customer
to leverage
fromorganisations
which
to build.
due to their scale, resources, brand and trust.
- They
are be
more
partners
FinTechscompetition
and smaller and facilitating new
•• It may
thatattractive
rather than
PSD2 to
increasing
organisations due to their scale, resources, brand and trust.

entrants as desired, the existing major organisations may actually capture

 It may
beconsolidate
that rather the
thanmarket.
PSD2 increasing competition and facilitating
and
new entrants as desired, the existing major organisations may actually
capture
and consolidate
the market.banks came through quite strongly (16%).
•• However,
digital challenger

This reflects
the fact thatbanks
such organisations
doquite
not have
legacy IT systems to
 However,
digital challenger
came through
strongly
(16%).
This reflects
thethat
factthis,
thatcoupled
such organisations
do not
have legacy
contend
with and
with more agile
structures,
allows them
IT systems to contend with and that this, coupled with more agile
to
adapt
to
the
more
quickly
and
efficiently.
structures, allows them to adapt to the more quickly and efficiently.
•• A significant
minority
of respondents
saw
the potential
big Tech
 A significant
minority
of respondents
saw the
potential
of bigof
Tech
companies
to entering
and disrupt
the payments
marketmarket
being being
‘game ‘game
companies
to entering
and disrupt
the payments
changing’ if unlikely.
changing’ if unlikely.
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What impact do you expect PSD2 to have on
revenues and costs for your business?
What impact do you expect PSD2 to have on revenues and costs
for your business?
What impact do you expect PSD2 to have on revenues and costs
20
for
your business?
16
16
16
15

11

20
10
15
5

16

16

16

5

4

2

10
0

11
5
Not answered

Don’t know

Strongly negative
Negative (0Neutral
Positive (0-10%
Strongly
Not answered
 The majority
believe PSD2
will result in significant
competitive
changepositive
over
the
next 2-3
years.
(>10% decline)
10% decline)
improvement)
(>10%

Don’t know

4
5 Strongly negative
(>10% decline)

Negative (010% decline)

Neutral

Positive (0-10%
improvement)

0

Strongly
positive 2
(>10%
improvement)

improvement)

The
majority
believe PSD2
willimpacts,
result inresults
significant
•• From
regionalequal
perspective,
Central
European
respondents
 •• In
terms
of revenue
and cost
were fairly evenly split,
with aroughly
proportions
expecting
PSD2
to have
negative
impact,
a positive
impact
or
neutral
impact
in that order.
 acompetitive
The
majority
believe
PSD2
will
result
significant
competitive
change
over
the next
2-3 years.
change
over the
next
2-3ain
years.
appear to
be more
pessimistic,
while Western European
respondents seem to have a more positive view.

•• Most
respondents
believe
theimpacts,
impacts
will
be
relatively
modest,
especially
in the
early
years ofexpecting
the implementation.
Interms
terms
revenue
and
cost
impacts,
results
were
fairly
evenly
split,
with roughly
equal
proportions
PSD2 to have
In
ofofrevenue
and
cost
results
were
fairly
evenly
Very
few respondents
expect strongly
positive
or strongly
impact.
a negative
impact, a positive
impact or
a neutral
impact innegative
that order.

•• A substantial minority (16%) believe that PSD2 is not the driving

split, with roughly equal proportions expecting PSD2 to have a

negative
impact, perspective,
a positive
or aEuropean
neutral
impact
in thatmodest,
force
for any
which
isWestern
already
and that wider
Most arespondents
believe impact
theCentral
impacts
will be
relatively
especially
inchange,
the early
years
of theongoing,
implementation.
 From
regional
respondents
appear to
be more
pessimistic,
while
European
Very few respondents
expect
strongly
positive
or strongly negative impact.
respondents
seem to have
a more
positive
view.
order.
consumer demand for open banking will be the key determinant.
From
a regional
perspective,
Central that
European
respondents
appear
to be
pessimistic,
while
Western
European
•• A
substantial
minority
(16%)
is not the driving
force
formore
any change,
which
is already
ongoing,
and that
Most
respondents
believe
the believe
impacts
willPSD2
be relatively
respondents
seem
to have
morebanking
positivewill
view.
wider
consumer
demand
foraopen
be the key determinant.

modest, especially in the early years of the

 implementation.
A substantial minority
believe that
PSD2strongly
is not the driving force for any change, which is already ongoing, and that
Very(16%)
few respondents
expect
Over
what period
do you
think
PSD2 and
Third
Party
will result in significant competitive change?
wider
consumer
demand
forimpact.
open banking
will
be the
keyAccess
determinant.
positive
or strongly
negative
40
30
40
20
30
10

36
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•• A further 3% also cited the difficulty in reconciling the ‘tensions’
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between PSD2 and GDPR.

Uncertain regulatory requirements / lack of finalised RTS
Extended scope for "one-leg" transactions
Data management, protection and privacy,
including tensions between PSD2 & GDPR
Challenge to existing business model
Limited resources
Other
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Readiness to respond

•• The greatest number of respondents classed themselves as
‘Somewhat ready and confident’, followed closely by ‘Broadly
ready and confident’.

On a scale of 1-5 how do you estimate your organisation's
readiness to comply with PSD2 by the implementation date?
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